DeRosa Mangold Consulting Wins Sage
2010 President’s Circle Award
AUSTIN, Texas, March 10 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — DeRosa Mangold Consulting
(www.derosamangold.com), a full-service Value Added Reseller of accounting
software and a Sage Platinum Partner, was recently recognized with the Sage
President’s Circle Award for superior performance in fiscal year 2010, which
ended September 30.
According to Michael DeRosa, president, 2010 represents the first year his
company has achieved the coveted President’s Circle status, which
distinguishes DeRosa Mangold as one of the top 5 Sage partners nationally in
sales of Sage MAS 90, MAS 200 and MAS 500 ERP solutions.
“This prestigious award is another validation of our strategic decision to
remain highly focused on selling, implementing and supporting Sage solutions
– even during an economic downturn that has tempted other partners into
diverting their resources to other products.”
In addition to selling and implementing Sage solutions, DeRosa Mangold is a
Sage Authorized Training Campus (ATC), its Waco, TX facility being the only
ATC in the state. The DeRosa Mangold staff is sanctioned by Sage to provide
training and certifications to customers as well as other Sage-authorized
resellers, consultants and trainers.
“Our commitment to Sage is deep and absolute, which is critical to companies
that value partnering with a stable company with a high degree of Sage
expertise,” said DeRosa. “The President’s Circle award demonstrates that
we’ve been a very effective advocate for Sage as the solution of choice for
companies with lean accounting departments and need enhanced control over
their financials. And after the sale, our consulting, implementation,
training and support infrastructure ensures that these companies fully
leverage the capabilities those Sage solutions offer. That message is
resonating with our audience in a down economy. They are investing in Sage
and in us.”
About DeRosa Mangold Consulting:
DeRosa Mangold Consulting is a Value Added Reseller of accounting software
and a Sage Authorized Reseller specializing in Sage MAS 90, Sage MAS 200,
Sage BusinessWorks and Peachtree by Sage accounting software. DeRosa Mangold
helps companies find solutions to their accounting and business information
system needs and successfully implement those solutions. DeRosa Mangold
Consulting is also a full service consulting firm, offering consulting and
system design, implementation, training, and technical support services.
More information about the company is available at
http://www.derosamangold.com .
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